SPECIAL CONDITIONS FOR REGISTRATION, TRANSFER AND RENEW OF DOMAINS
GLOSSARY
Registrar: Entity that ICANN had approved; it is authorized technical intermediary throught which domain
can be registered.
ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers): http://www.icann.org Third part in this
contract, he define rules and regulations about domains and its registration.
Registry : Every entity that works following ICANN rules and by which SeFlow can register domains
Whois: Search tool online, free, throght which every person can obtians contact information about every
domain.
This Terms Of Service will be applied to all contract and service between SeFlow Snc di Marco Bramè & C..,
with legal site in Codogno, via Alberici 20. p. IVA 04537400964 (SeFlow) and every customer who watn to
buy and use SeFlow’s Services (customer).
SUBJECT
SeFlow is authorized to assign domains to his customer and renew it.
Customer can register available domains.
DOMAIN REGISTRATION
Every request must be accept all rules and regulations abount domain registration; customer must accept
naming rules and conflicts regulations.
Customer must register on www.domflow.it, and provide every necessary information in order to register
domain; he will be informed about all rules and international regulations that he needs to know. Customer
must provide his personal data for registration and an administrative and technical contact, as well as his
VAT number or tax code; he can also provide dns for domain.
Information’s accuracy is necessary for domain registration; any errors or lack will cause non registration and
failure request. Customer must have autorization for all personal information he provide to SeFlow.
Customer must verify that domain he want to register is available; that availability can not be assured in real
time from whois or SeFlow.
SeFlow is not responsible about whois and its contents, as well as about its management and any
databases.
Customer declare that all informations provided are real and true and accept that SeFlow will not make any
verificayion. Customer must inform SeFlow about any changement in registrar data in 2 days from
changement by sending an email to domini@seflow.it.it or by opening a ticket on www.domflow.it . SeFlow
can suspend everytime domain if informations are false or invented.
DOMAIN RENEW
If customer does not pay for domain’s renew, SeFlow will not renew it. Customer will receive a reminder by
mail about domain expiration. SeFlow can proceed to domain cancellation after 3 days from expiration. All
request made after expiration date can be processed with delay, according with ICANN timing.
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CONTRACT’S DURATION AND HIS TERMINATION
Conditions in this document are valid for all contract duration,as well as for domain renew.
Contract can be terminated if:


Customer provide wrong or false information in registration or renew;



Customer does not respect ICANN or NIC rules.



Customer does not pay open invoices,



Customer does not respect Italian and International laws.

OBBLIGATIONS


It is strictly forbidden provide false informations in order to register a domain anonymous.



Customer will be responsible about all consequences if he have not authorization for personal data
used to register domain.



SeFlow will update informations under its control as soon as possible.



In the same way, Customer will be liable about informations provided for domain’s registration and
SeFlow can not be responsible for relations by Customer and domain accountholder.

DOMAIN’S CHIOCE
Customer, before making request of registration, will be make all necessary controls:


Customer can not register a domain that will equal or similar to brands, society name, commercial
name, geographic or commercial names, personal rights and copyrights.



Domain do not make any infringment to laws or regulations



Domain no not make any racism or other references,



Domain do not make any abuse o r defamatory references.

SeFlow will inform customer that if he does not make all necessary controls, he can be involved in judicial
activity for copyright infringment; SeFlow informs customer that he can not choose any domain (local or
geographic domains for example).
DISPUTES
All judicial and administrive actions are under Customer responsability. In these cases, customer can suffer
domain lost or its supension until any decisions will be take. If SeFlow will be involved, Customer must
guarantee that there will not any consequence for SeFlow; all fees and costs are under Customer
responsability.
DOMAIN’S TRANSFER
All transfer will be make according to ICANN or NIC rules. Transfer will be ended when SeFlow confirm it.
Transfer will be processed from SeFlow when Customer make request and pay annually fee. Transfer must
be requested before expiration.
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If Customer does not renew domain before expiration, SeFlow will cancle it according with ICANN or NIC
rules.
Customer can not transfer a domain involved in contestations o infringments.
CONTROVERSIE
SeFlow and Registry can suspend all domains involved in any contestations.
SeFlow and Registry can suspend or terminate all domains that are used for spam or any other violation of
rules and regulations.
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